
Strip the metal roof sheathing



Stone sills installed



Recycled bricks for the garage



Big yard for storage of materials



Cat in the garage (Don Heard) !



Landscaping



1843 Hemlock roof boards 13”



Big square nails held the roof 
boards, little ones for the shingles



Removing the overhangs & trim



Take them down section by section



17” board – corner detail



Peel off the front overhangs



Stabilize the end walls



Starting to get hot!



Old roof is completely off



Northwest corner



Roman Ruins!



No hat on the lady



End of my day, “J.C.” bids farewell



Perimeter walls being built



Addition side walls



The Duke (Dave) is very sweaty!



A forest of studs



Ridge board and first rafters go up



Inside & outside view - rafters



Tomorrow will be a big day 
(another one that is)



August 20 2008  6:14 am (taken 
from our back porch in Bayfield)



Setting all the rafters



House rafters are in place, 
hurricane clips installed.



Setting the ridge to the addition



Ridge board installed



Ready to join the two peaks



Everything well braced



Time to head home



View from the road



August 20 2008  - 8:22 pm (Across 
the street in Bayfield)



8:57 pm  - afterglow



Jansen brothers repairing brick



Sheathing the front side 5/8” ply.



Pete Jansen building a chimney 
from a painting of the house



This would be the painting



Building the overhangs



Ladders on the other end



Space for the other chimney



Coming up through the roof



Lots of repair work to be done



Figuring out the valley



Taking shape!



Bricking the chimney cap



Working together



Curtis drives a Honda



End of the day, view from the road



North chimney is finished



North wall repairs finished



Starting the south chimney



Chimney up top, repairs below



Build and patch



Curtis wants fan mail



View from within



Above the stairwell



Cooler inside – outside is hot!



New chimney atop the old



A puzzle in lumber



Reclaimed brick for the garage



Neatly stacked, ready to go



The girls bring drinks for the boys



Curtis has a work station



That’s it for this week (for us)


